Building Psychological Safety
Creating Braintrust in Teams Workshop Series
The Problem
As a leader, you sometimes feel the
real meeting happens after the
meeting you just had. You feel you’ve
tried everything to coax your team to
contribute more, speak freely, and
challenge ideas, but somehow there is
a silence in the response that blocks
your team from challenging each other
and leveraging its talents and
expertise. These underlying
communication issues and dynamics
are eating up your time and energy. More importantly, these issues are hampering your
organization’s effectiveness and employee engagement and retention.
Psychological safety is a concept that gets a lot of buzz these days, and for good reasons; a team
can only benefit optimally from being a team, when its members can take interpersonal risks and
bring their expertise, ideas, and concerns to the table. What remains unclear is how you create
this inclusive environment where the diversity within your teams can be fully leveraged?

Series Overview
Reticle has developed a practical set of tools for teams that are committed to building
psychological safety. Our “BrainTrust for Teams” series provides you with 5 interactive workshops
on how you can guide, support, and challenge your team to speak candidly, listen reflectively,
and co-construct together.
Whether you are a leader or team member, these workshops will empower you to start building
psychological safety today. You’ll recognise opportunities for building psychological safety; gain
insights and techniques in how to respond to these hot-spot moments; and learn step-by-step
approaches to build psychological safety in systematic and concrete ways.
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Contact teams@reticle.ca today to start building psychological safety in your team!

Psychological Safety Workshops
Workshop 1: Radical Candor & Reflective Listening
This first workshop creates a core understanding of the concept of psychological safety,
highlights its relevance by connecting it to members’ experiences, and introduces the two core
aspects of psychological safety; radical candor and reflective listening. Participants will gain
practical ways of fostering these two core aspects in their teams so members can speak freely,
listen curiously, and co-construct effectively.
Workshop 2: Checking In & Checking Out
For this second workshop, Reticle takes you a step further into fostering the team dialogue by
introducing you to a deep democratic way of checking in and out. Participants learn how to take a
systematic, four-step approach to checking-in/out that immediately sets the stage for an open
and frank dialogue. Facilitated properly, the check-in and check-out are effective tools in giving
space, access, and voice to the relevant concerns and needs that lie within your team, right at the
onset of your meeting.
Workshop 3: Group Dynamics & Sabotage
Underlying dynamics can drive team behaviour in constructive or destructive ways. For this third
workshop, you will learn about common group dynamics in teams, learn how these dynamics can
create resistance, and allow you to respond to dynamics & sabotage as an opportunity to build
psychological safety. Participants will gain practical steps in supporting, spreading, and hunting
for alternative perspectives in their team.
Workshop 4: Inclusive Decision-Making
There is little use in encouraging alternative perspectives in your team if you are not using the
wisdom that is in it. For this workshop, participants learn not only to harvest, but include minority
voices. In other words; how do you include minority perspectives without splitting the difference?
Participants will experience how to use a systematic, 4-step approach to inclusive decision that
does not stand in the way of efficient decision making, but enables it.
Workshop 5: Power & Rank
Being challenged by your supervisor will feel significantly different than being challenged by the
new (and only) intern at the table. This last workshop will teach participants about the power of
power. It will provide participants with insights into why some voices are more easily heard than
others, and offer concrete ways of utilizing your own rank to benefit the team as a whole.
Creating psychological safety is the responsibility of all members of the team, and every member
has the power to lead this change, no matter their rank.
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